ARTICLE VII.

SIGN REGULATIONS.

This article incorporates by reference the language of Article VII, “Sign Regulations,” of Chapter 51A of the Dallas City Code, as amended, as that article exists today and as it may be amended in the future. (Ord. Nos. 14086; 14649; 14677; 14697; 14721; 15000; 15028; 15401; 15646; 15690; 15815; 16176; 16451; 16813; 16814; 17404; 17604; 18202; 18278; 18411; 18735; 18794; 18849; 19371; 19455; 19557; 19649; 19704; 19766; 19879; 20007; 20037; 20167; 20343; 20345; 20359; 20360; 20378; 20379; 20596; 21114; 21145; 21626; 21694; 21797; 21978; 22019; 22392; 22738; 23094; 24132; 24232; 24348; 24974; 27404)